ILC NEWS from Tohoku
-brought to you by the Tohoku ILC Promotion CouncilHere's the latest news about the local effort for the ILC in Tohoku (northeastern Japan)

ILC particle accelerator project a good fit for
Japan, and vice versa
The mountainous Kitakami area in the Tohoku region is being proposed as a
candidate site for building the International Linear Collider (ILC), a nextgeneration linear particle accelerator.
The ILC is a research facility for investigating the origin of the universe and
physical substances. Given that Japan has achieved many accomplishments in
the field of particle physics, positive consideration should be given to the idea of
inviting the ILC to be built in the Kitakami highland.

Read More

Scientists and economic organizations ask for
the ILC Committee to focus more on the effects

of new technology
Scientists and economic organizations that have been pushing forth the ILC
project in Japan held a press conference in Tokyo on November 20th. Together,
they responded to the draft released by the Science Council of Japan’s ILC
Committee on November 14th, stating that “there are factual errors and a lack
of understanding [of the ILC in the draft].” They stressed that it would be
important for Japan to host the project, saying they would like the ILC
Committee to focus more on the effects of new technology and new jobs
developing that technology, as well as further development and use by the
private sector.”

Read More

Scientists urge a change in heart on the ILC
Committee’s wary opinion of the ILC – stressing
the importance of the project
At a press conference in Tokyo on November 20th, scientists that support the
ILC stressed how important it is that the project be realized. They also urged
that the Science Council of Japan’s ILC Committee make a course change in
their wary deliberations of the ILC. When asked by a reporter about sharing the
huge cost burden internationally, they asked for understanding: “Informal
deliberations have been taking place among scientists, and formal negotiations

will start once the government makes its decision.” Eyes are now on a
response from the ILC Committee.

Read More

Science Council of Japan’s ILC Committee’s
draft calls out the challenge of cost-sharing but
also recognizes significance of the ILC
The ILC Committee and Technical Verification Working Group were set up by
the Science Council of Japan to deliberate on the revised ILC plan for the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). They
met in Tokyo on November 14th for their 10th meeting where they presented a
draft of their answer to MEXT. While they did recognize the significance of the
ILC – “It is very crucial and desirable that the ILC be realized” – they also raised
serious concerns, such as there being no outlook of international cost-sharing.
They still have not reached their final conclusion, but are leaning towards a
pessimistic view of the project.

Read More

Cycling in Iwate

Grab your gear and hit the road!

My utopian vision of the ILC and surroundings involves researchers zipping
around on bike paths. According to various surveys, it seems a good portion of
you do expect to spend time on bicycles at least to get around, and possibly
during your off-time for fun. This is the article for you!

Read More

Winter Lights in Tohoku, Japan 4K

Find another Japan in Tohoku. Explore the seasonal beauty of Japan’s northeast.

About Tohoku ILC Promotion Council
This conference, consisting of industry, academic, and government
representatives, has been established to promote basic scientific research and
to deepen the understanding of the International Linear Collider, as well as to
research and maintain the environment during ILC installation.
http://www.tohoku-ilc.jp/en
That's the news for this month! As always, feel free to send us any questions
about local activities for the ILC, life in the region, or about working in Japan.
Best wishes,
The Tohoku ILC Promotion Council
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